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FRANK & CAROLINE MOURIS

QUICK DREAM (Dir. Frank Mouris, 1967, 16mm, 3 min.)
Preserved by the Yale Film Study Center through a grant from the National Film Preservation Foundation
When he arrived at the Yale School of Art and Architecture in 1967, Frank Mouris found that more than half of his small cohort of graphic design students also had an interest in film. Led by Alvin Eisenman, their “Machiavellian graphic design chairman … [with] far-reaching ambitions,” and Prof. Irving Kriesberg, a Painting department instructor with animation experience, Mouris and his classmates were assigned the following project: shoot one roll of 16mm Kodachrome II color film in half a day without any post-production editing or sound. QUICK DREAM is the result of this first assignment. Using a homemade animation stand in the university’s Chemistry department, Mouris created, as he describes it, “... a series of visual experiments with magazine photograph cutouts that make moving collages; coloraid paper; Avery labels; whatever I could think of that might animate. It became the seedbed for everything that followed,” most notably FRANK FILM.

CON EY ISLAND EATS (Dir. Frank Mouris and Peter Schlaifer, 1967, 16mm, 3 min.) Preserved by the Yale Film Study Center
Mouris’s “first attempt at ‘capturing’ Coney Island in home-made images” illustrates the sights of Coney Island with animated paper cutouts. “A classmate, Peter Schlaifer, who had split the day of filming with me on that first experience at the Chemistry department, joined me in doing a silent animated film rather than doing yet another two-dimensional poster for a graphic design class assignment. Thus was born CONEY ISLAND EATS.”

YOU’RE NOT REAL PRETTY BUT YOU’RE MINE... (Dir. Frank Mouris, 1968, 16mm, 6 min.) Preserved by Yale Film Study Center/NFPF
Mouris’s next film, YOU’RE NOT REAL PRETTY BUT YOU’RE MINE..., built upon the strongest elements of QUICK DREAM, and added a pop music soundtrack. Mouris says, “I shot another 100 foot roll on classmate Jerry Strawbridge’s home animation stand, and edited that into the best sequences from QUICK DREAM. The whole film was a tongue-in-cheek series of odd couples/couplings, which the title suggested. The FRANK FILM photo collage animation evolved here.”

CHEMICAL ARCHITECTURE (Dir. Frank Mouris and Peter Schlaifer, 1968, 16mm, 3 min.) Preserved by the Yale Film Study Center/NFPF
Created for a show at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts in New York, later to become the American Craft Museum, and now the Museum of Arts and Design, CHEMICAL ARCHITECTURE documents the creation of an exhibit structure created by Yale architecture students for a show entitled "Plastic as Plastic" that surveyed furniture, industrial design, kitchenware, clothes, jewelry, and more.

FRANK FILM (Dir. Frank & Caroline Mouris, 1973, DCP, 9 min.) Preserved by the Academy Film Archive
Winner of the Academy Award for Best Animated Short and added to the National Film Registry in 1996, FRANK FILM is a kaleidoscopic, autobiographical trip that plays out in multilayered visual and audio collage, a breathtaking collection of commercial, religious, political, artistic, and gastronomic imagery strung together by non-stop wordplay and endlessly inventive visual connections.

CON EY (Dir. Frank & Caroline Mouris, 1975, 16mm, 5 min.) Preserved through Women’s Film Preservation Fund
A stop-motion visit to the irresistible attractions of Coney Island, CONEY presents the amusement park in many forms, from beachgoers and boardwalks to neon signs and the lights of the ferris wheel. Through audio collage and layered imagery, the film conveys the sensory overload of Coney Island.

FRANKLY CAROLINE (Dir. Frank & Caroline Mouris, 1999, 35mm, 9 min.) Print courtesy Frank Mouris
A self-conscious counterpoint to FRANK FILM, FRANKLY CAROLINE focuses on Caroline Mouris and her story, but also examines the collaborative process and the creative roadblocks that can arise in a working relationship.

DID YOU KNOW: IN AN ARTICLE BY FILM STUDY CENTER DIRECTOR MICHAEL KERBEL IN THE SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1975 ISSUE OF FILM COMMENT, MOURIS DESCRIBED HIS FASCINATION WITH MAGAZINES. “ALL MY LIFE I HAVE BEEN OBSESSED BY MAGAZINES... IT WAS AN ENTRANCEMENT WITH THE MAGIC WORLD DISPLAYED IN ALL THOSE COLORFUL PHOTOGRAPHS... I COULDN’T UNDERSTAND WHY ANYONE WOULD EVER WANT TO THROW A MAGAZINE AWAY--IT WASN’T AS IF YOU COULD USE UP OR DIGEST ALL THAT FANTASY AND COLOR IN JUST A COUPLE OF VIEWINGS. SO I SAVED MAGAZINES...”

NEXT UP: SEE NATALIE PORTMAN IN HER ACADEMY AWARD-WINNING ROLE AS NINA IN DIRECTOR DARREN ARONOFSKY’S 2010 BALLET THRILLER BLACK SWAN, SCREENING IN 35MM ON SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4 AT 4:00 P.M.